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PION STRUCTURE AT HIGH AND LOW ENERGIESIN CHIRAL QUARK MODELSE. Ruiz ArriolaDepartamento de Físia Moderna, Universidad de Granada18071 Granada, Spaine-mail: earriolaugr.es(Reeived Otober 4, 2002)Low and high energy properties of the pion are reviewed in the frame-work of hiral quark models. Partiular emphasis is put on the simplestversion of the SU(2) NJL model as prototype. The role of gauge invari-ane in this kind of alulations is stressed. The results are used as initialonditions for perturbative QCD evolution equations. At leading order thequark model sale is 0  320MeV as determined from the pion distributionfuntions and the pion distribution amplitudes.PACS numbers: 13.60.Hb, 12.39.Ki, 12.39.Fe1. Introdution and motivationThe struture and dynamis of hadrons is known to be a diult problembeause the underlying QCD theory in terms of quark and gluon degrees offreedom is atually very ompliated [1℄. There are, however, well knownsituations where some helpful simpliations take plae.At high energies asymptoti freedom sets in, and perturbative QCD be-omes appliable. The renormalization group equations allow, on the basisof the Operator Produt Expansion (OPE), to relate hadroni matrix ele-ments of quark and gluon operators at dierent sales [2℄. There are manysituations where this sale dependene has been predited and in some asestested, partiularly in the study of high energy inlusive [3℄ and exlusiveproesses [4℄, but perturbative QCD says nothing about the value of thesematrix elements at a given sale. Presented at the XLII Craow Shool of Theoretial Physis, Zakopane, Poland,May 31June 9, 2002. (4443)
4444 E. Ruiz ArriolaAt very low energies, spontaneous hiral symmetry breaking of the QCDLagrangian dominates, and the would-be Goldstone bosons in the masslessquark limit beome the lightest states in the hadroni spetrum. They arenaturally identied with the pion, and it an be shown that at low energiesthe interation among pions beomes weak. Atually, at energies of theorder of the pion mass, Chiral Perturbation Theory (ChPT) an be applied,in terms of low energy onstants whih orrespond to ertain QCD Green'sfuntions, and many suessful results have been found [5,6℄. The values ofthe low energy onstants annot be omputed themselves from ChPT.As the previous onsiderations suggest, one may try to exploit hiralsymmetry to study pion properties not only at low but also at high energiesboth in exlusive or inlusive hannels. From a theoretial viewpoint, mesons are partiularly distinguished hadrons, sine most of their low energyproperties follow the patterns ditated by the hiral symmetry. Atually, wedo not expet to understand the properties of any hadron better than thepion, as Chiral Perturbation Theory suggests. Reent studies have shown,for instane, that ChPT an be applied to ompute hiral orretions ofhadroni matrix elements ontributing to the deep inelasti sattering [7℄ (inmuh the same way as hiral orretions are omputed for  sattering).However, nothing is said about the value of those matrix elements in thehiral limit.The alulation of pion matrix elements of quark and gluon operatorsontributing to the high energy exlusive and inlusive proesses requiressome non-perturbative method. Along these letures it will be shown howthis an be done with the help of low energy hiral quark models, whih a-ount for spontaneous hiral symmetry breaking, supplemented with QCDevolution equations, whih automatially implement QCD logarithmi ra-diative orretions.Chiral Quark Models share with QCD several features, mainly hiralsymmetry (realized in the Goldstone phase) and expliit quark degrees offreedom. As we will see below they are useful sine they an make quanti-tative preditions whih, in many ases, agree rather well with experiment.Unfortunately, there is not a unique model, but many and almost as manyversions as authors working in the eld. So, for pratial reasons we will beusing the NambuJona-Lasinio model [8℄ for quark degrees of freedom [9℄.It turns out that, when dealing with low energy properties of the pion, modeldetails seem rather irrelevant, so most people have not paid partiular atten-tion to their dierent versions. This seems not to be the ase for propertieswhih are extrated from high energy inlusive and exlusive proesses wherethe model details and/or their dierent versions turn out to produe quitedierent results.Given the fat that QCD is a theory with quarks and gluons, one obviousquestion one should ask is what is the sale at whih a (hiral) quark modelis naturally dened taking into aount that its only expliit degrees of
Pion Struture at High and Low Energies in . . . 4445freedom are quarks. So far, we only know of one possible quantitative answer[10,11℄, namely the adequate sale is dened by requiring that quarks arryall momentum of the hadron. In a eld theoretial hiral quark model thisis a trivial statement, beause there are no expliit gluons. This assumptionseems onsistent with QCD in perturbation theory sine it turns out that thegluon ontribution to the energy-momentum tensor beomes smaller as therunning sale goes down until it eventually vanishes. The remaining quarkontribution an be separated into sea (avor singlet) and valene (avornon-singlet) piees. The preise value suggested by perturbative alulationsis in the range,  = 300350MeV. Of ourse, the separation of the gluon, sea-quark and valene-quark momentum frations is not a renormalization groupinvariant operation. Thus, if suh a mathing proedure between QCD andthe hiral quark is meaningful, it depends on the partiular renormalizationsheme. 2. Low energy models from high energiesQCD is an asymptotially free theory, whih means that the universaloupling onstant among quarks and gluons beomes small as the renor-malization sale goes to innity, and hene perturbation theory beomesappliable. For deniteness, we use LO evolution for the running strongoupling onstant [3℄,() = 40 1log2=2QCD ; (1)with 0 = 11CA=3   2NF=3, CA = 3 and NF being the number of ativeavors, whih we take equal to three. We take for onreteness QCD =226 MeV, whih for  = 2GeV yields  = 0:32 [12℄. In perturbative QCDalulations, =2 is the expansion parameter. Renormalization group in-variane requires a very spei dependene for any set of observables, O onthe sale O() = U(; 0)O(0) ; (2)where U(; 0) is a linear matrix operator, fullling oyle properties typ-ial of evolution equations,U(1; 2)U(2; 3) = U(1; 3) ; (3)U(; ) = 1 : (4)In the limit ; 0 !1 the operators are expliitly alulable in perturbationtheory. Obviously, onserved quantities do not depend on the evolutionsale.
4446 E. Ruiz ArriolaA partiularly interesting operator in QCD is the energy-momentumtensor , whih due to Poinare invariane is a onserved quantity andhene renormalization invariant. Its matrix element between pion statesfullls hj ji = 2pp : (5)For the QCD Lagrangian the energy momentum tensor an be separatedinto three ontributions [3℄ = G + q;S + q;NS ; (6)where G ,q;S and q;NS are the gluon, quark-singlet and quark-non-singlet(or valene) ontributions respetively fulllinghjG jij = 2ppG1() ;hjq;Sjij = 2ppS1() ;hjq;NSjij = 2ppV1() ; (7)where G1(), S1() and V1() are the gluon, sea quark and valene quarkmomentum frations of the pion. In Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS) it anbe shown [3℄ that if qi(x; ), qi(x; ) and G(x; ) represent the probabilitydensity of nding a quark, antiquark and gluon, respetively, with momen-tum fration x at the sale  (2 = Q2 in DIS), then one hasG1() = 1Z0 dxxG(x; ) ; (8)S1() = 1Z0 dxxS(x; ) ; (9)V1() = 1Z0 dxxV (x; ) ; (10)where, for +, V = u   u + d   d and S = u   u   d + d. Thesemomentum frations depend on the sale, , and fulll the momentum sumrule V1() + S1() +G1() = 1 (11)
Pion Struture at High and Low Energies in . . . 4447as a onsequene of the energy-momentum tensor onservation. In pertur-bation theory it is veried that due to radiative orretions G1() and S1()derease as the sale  goes down. On the ontrary, the non-singlet ontri-bution to the energy momentum tensor evolves asV1()V1(0) =  ()(0)NS1 =20 ; (12)where NS1 =20 = 32=81 for NF = N = 3. The value of V1() has beenextrated from the analysis of high energy experiments. In Ref. [13℄ it wasfound that at Q2 = 4GeV2 valene quarks arry 47% of the total momentumfration in the pion, e.g., for +,V1 = 
x  u   u + d   d = 0:47  0:02 at 2 = 4GeV2 : (13)Downwards LO evolution yields that for a given referene sale, 0,V1(0) = 1 ; G1(0) + S1(0) = 0 : (14)The sale 0 so dened is alled the quark model point for obvious reasons.At LO the sale turns out to be0 = 313+20 10MeV : (15)This is admittedly a rather low sale, but one an still hope that the typi-al expansion parameter (0)=2  0:34 0:04 makes perturbation theorymeaningful. Sine suh an approah was rst suggested [10℄ that is all onean do for the moment1. There are more unertainties to Eq. (15). Forinstane, if the point for the quark model is dened by G1(G) = 0, then atLO the sale is G  350MeV. The determination of 0 given by Eq. (15) ismodel independent. In these letures we will show how this determinationnot only leads to a suessful desription of non-singlet pioni parton distri-bution funtions in ertain versions of the hiral quark model, but also thatthe number is in quantitative agreement with other determinations.3. Chiral symmetry and hiral quark modelsFor the SU(2) up and down quarks, hiral symmetry is the invariane ofthe QCD Lagrangian under the transformations [6℄q(x) ! eiq(x) ; (16)q(x) ! ei~~q(x) ; (17)q(x) ! ei~~5q(x) ; (18)1 Atually, in the ase of the nuleon these low sales produe negative gluon densities,if one takes V1( = 2GeV) = 0:40 and hene violate positivity of parton distributionfuntions as well as unitarity of struture funtions [14, 15℄.
4448 E. Ruiz Arriolawhere q(x) represent Dira spinor elds with NF = 2 avors and N olorswhere ~ are the isospin Pauli matries. As a onsequene of this symmetrythere exist baryon, vetor and axial Noether urrentsJB(x) = q(x)q(x) ; Baryon urrent (19)J;aV (x) = q(x) a2 q(x) ; Vetor urrent (20)J;aA (x) = q(x)5 a2 q(x) ; Axial urrent (21)respetively. Conservation of the Vetor Current (CVC) and Partial Con-servation of the Axial Current (PCAC) imply thatJB(x) = 0 ; (22)J;aV (x) = 0 ; (23)J;aA (x) = mq(x) i5a q(x) ; (24)with m denoting the average urrent quark mass (we neglet isospin break-ing eets). A hiral quark model is any hirally invariant dynamial eldtheoretial model ontaining only expliit quark degrees of freedom and ful-lling the onservation laws (22), (23) and (24). Unfortunately, there isno suh a thing as the hiral quark model. This is probably the reasonwhy there exists a proliferation of models with many variants. Regardlessof their dierenes all these models are haraterized by the three ways ofhiral symmetry breaking in QCD: expliit, spontaneous and anomalous.These are non trivial requirements, whih imply onstraints on the regu-larization methods in loal models or equivalently on the high energy be-havior of non-loal models. In fat non-loal models have been preferredbeause they provide a more natural explanation of the anomalous 0 ! deay rate [16℄, but the alulations are umbersome. In addition, theyare formulated in Eulidean spae and their extrapolation to ompute ma-trix elements ontributing to high energy proesses is subtle as it is on thelattie. For instane, the alulation of struture funtions requires eithera ontinuation of the non-loal model to Minkowki spae or the determina-tion of some moments in the Eulidean region and subsequent reonstru-tion of the parton distribution. While the rst possibility turns out to beextremely diult to explore, the seond alternative annot be used to pindown the x! 1 whih depends on the asymptoti behavior of the moments.On the ontrary, loal models, although less realisti, require speifyinga suitable regularization whih may be diretly formulated in Minkowskispae.
Pion Struture at High and Low Energies in . . . 44493.1. NJL LagrangianFor the purpose of our disussion we think it is useful to review theSU(2) NJL model [8, 9℄. This model has extensively been used in the pastand there exist many reviews on the subjet. So, although we aim at a self-ontained disussion of pion properties, our presentation will be neessarilyskethy in order to provide the main ideas. Nevertheless, we will stress thosepoints where dierenes with other authors beome important. The NJLLagrangian in Minkowski spae is given by [8, 9℄LNJL = q(i=  m)q + G2 (qq)2 + (q~i5q)2 ; (25)where q(x) is a Dira spinor eld with N = 3 olors and NF = 2 avors,G is the oupling onstant with dimension [G℄ = M 2 and m the averagemass of the urrent up and down quarks ( 7MeV at the sale   1GeV).With the exeption of the term with the urrent quark mass m, this La-grangian is invariant under the UB(1)
SU(2)R
SU(2)L hiral group, witha U(1)B 
 SU(2)V subgroup. Thus, the urrents (19), (20) and (21), andtheir onservation laws (22), (23) and (24) are satised, as in QCD. A on-sequene of Poinaré invariane is the onservation of the energy momentumtensor  = i2 q ( + ) q   gL ; (26)whih only ontains quark degrees of freedom. Thus, we expet in this modelthat for any hadron, and in partiular for the pionhj ji = 2pp : (27)Sine the oupling onstant, G, has a negative energy dimension, the La-grangian (25) above is not renormalizable by power ounting and it is usu-ally interpreted as a theory with a nite ut-o, whih we generially denoteby . This means that results depend ruially on the value of  and somene tuning will be invoked. The need of a ut-o is not a serious problemfrom a physial point of view beause we know that at high energies, muhabove the ut-o, the eetive interation should be replaed by the un-derlying QCD interations in terms of expliit quarks and gluons. Roughlyspeaking, this feature is present in more sophistiated hiral quark modelswith non-loal interations.The real problem derived from the high-energy suppression has to dowith the fat that we want to preserve the symmetries of the Lagrangian,namely gauge and hiral symmetry, without removing the ut-o by takingthe limit  ! 1, i.e. keeping the high energy suppression. This implies
4450 E. Ruiz Arriolathat not every regularization, although it may aommodate some partiularprejudies, may be onsidered as suitable. This point will be illustratedbelow. A full disussion on regularization methods in the NJL model anbe found in Ref. [17℄.In these letures we will work, as usual, in the one-quark loop approx-imation. This is equivalent to the leading order of the large N expansion,taking GN = onstant. In this way we omply not only with hiral sym-metry onstraints, but also with large N requirements. The study of higherorders in a 1=N expansion an be traed from Refs. [1820℄.3.2. PauliVillars regularizationIn a ut-o theory most of the disussion is related to the regulariza-tion, and hene gets a bit tehnial. We will use throughout these leturesthe PauliVillars (PV) regularization method [21℄ whih has already beenused for several appliations in the NJL model, like ChPT [22℄, nite tem-perature [23℄, solitons [24℄, struture funtions [25, 27, 28℄, orrelation fun-tions [26℄ and distribution amplitudes [29℄. To our knowledge this is themost reliable regularization method of the NJL model so far fullling manydesirable features, among others preserving gauge invariane and workingdiretly in Minkowski spae (see the reent disussion in Ref. [28℄). Theonly dierene with the standard PV method of QED is that in the NJLmodel this type of regularization is applied at the onstituent quark masslevel (see below). It is surprising that given the advantages of the method,it has been used so few times as ompared with other methods suh as Eu-lidean O(4) ut-o or Shwinger's Proper Time. A potential disadvantageof the method is that it provides a negative spetral strength due to thePV subtrations, and thus positivity of some physial quantities, like formfators or distribution funtions might not be fullled. Although this is notexluded, in all the alulations presented, we expliitly see that this is notthe ase.In the NJL model this method has been used mainly within the ontextof the bosonization or auxiliary eld method (see e.g. Ref. [24℄), but at theone loop level and for the proesses we are onsidering here, it orrespondsto the following replaement under the momentum integral:1=k1  M    1=kN  M !Xi i =k1 +Mk21  M2   2i    =kN +Mk2N  M2   2i  (28)i and i are the same suitable oeients for all one loop graphs, fullling0 = 1 and 0 = 0 and hosen in suh a way as to make one loop integralsnite. In the graphs with an odd number of Dira 5's the regulator has tobe removed at the end of the alulation.
Pion Struture at High and Low Energies in . . . 4451In the NJL there appear quadrati and logarithmi ultraviolet diver-genes. To illustrate the method let us onsider the integralI =  iZ d4k(2)4 1k2  M2 ; (29)whih is quadratially ultraviolet divergent, as an be seen by integratingrst over k0 omponent (using Feynman's M2 ! M2   i0+ presription)and then over the ~k omponent. Using the PV subtrations, it beomesIPV =  iXi i Z d4k(2)4 1k2  M2   2i : (30)Evaluating the integral by any method, one sees that at least the followingtwo onditions are required to render the one loop Feynman integrals niteXi i = 0 ; Xi i2i = 0 : (31)Thus, at least two subtrations are needed. Solving the system of equationsin terms of 1 and 2 provides two unknown parameters. To redue themto only one the oinidene limit 1 ! 2 =  is taken yielding the ruleXi if(2i ) = f(0)  f(2) + 2f 0(2) : (32)This alulation already illustrates a very general feature of the PV method,alulations may be done diretly in Minkowski spae, and there is no needto go to Eulidean spae. This is a omputational advantage in the study ofhigh energy proesses as we will see below. To simplify the notation we willimpliitly assume the use of suh a regulator in what follows.3.3. Chiral symmetry breakingTo illustrate the method let us onsider the DysonShwinger equationfor the quark propagator, S(p), (see Fig. 1).
= +Fig. 1. ShwingerDyson equation for the quark propagator. The thik line repre-sents the full propagator, whereas the thin line stands for the free quark propagator.The full blob is the irreduible two partile amplitude.
4452 E. Ruiz ArriolaS(p) = S0(p) + S(p)( i)Z d4k(2)4Tr [S(k)G℄ S0(p) ; (33)where S(p) and S0(p) are the full and free quark propagators, respetively.G is the four-point kernel, whih in the lowest order approximation beomesthe oupling onstant and an be taken out of the integral. Thus the fullpropagator aquires a onstant self-energy, (p) = M . Computing theDira, avor and olor traes one gets the so-alled gap equation in theonvenient form M (1  4GNFNI) = m; (34)where Eq. (30) is understood for the integral I. For m = 0 there are twosolutions (the Wigner alternative) Wigner phase. Corresponding to M = 0. Goldstone phase. M 6= 0 and hene1 = 4GNFNI ; (35)whih is alled the gap equation in the limit m! 0 beause it providesa gap of width 2M in the quark spetrum.For m 6= 0 the gap equation is Eq. (34) and one has to hoose the solutionwhih goes to Eq. (35) for m! 0.3.4. Quark ondensateIn the hirally broken phase, one has a quark ondensate (hqqi  huu+ ddi)hqqi = ( i)Tr Z d4k(2)4 1=k  M =  8NMI =  M  mG 6= 0 : (36)The standard aepted value from QCD sum rules [30℄ is hqqi = huu +ddi =  2(240  10MeV)3 at the sale  = 1GeV. At the leading order inthe QCD evolution one hashqqihqqi0 =  ()(0) qq20 ; qq = 8 : (37)If we use the sale of Eq. (15) we get an enhanement fator  2 and henehqqi0 =  (380 20MeV)3 : (38)Aording to our point of view it is this value that should be ompared tothe model alulation, and not to the one at  = 1GeV. Of ourse, one mayargue that LO evolution is not suient to go to suh low sales. All we ando to hek the onsisteny of the approah is to provide, as we do below,other determinations of the sale 0.
Pion Struture at High and Low Energies in . . . 44533.5. The pion as quarkantiquark bound stateIn the spontaneously broken phase, the onstituent quark mass, M 6= 0.As a onsequene of Goldstone's theorem there must exist massless pseu-dosalar partiles, whih one identies with the pions. This an atuallybe obtained by solving the BetheSalpeter equation in the pseudosalarisovetor hannel for quarkantiquark sattering (see Fig. 2) and heking
= +Fig. 2. BetheSalpeter equation for quarkantiquark sattering. The square blobrepresents the two partile irreduible quarkantiquark potential, and the roundblob is the full T -matrix. The lines orrespond to onstituent quarks (thik linesin Fig. (1)).that there is a bound state pole whih beomes massless as the urrent quarkmass goes to zero, m ! 0. In the lowest order approximation, where thekernel is approximated by a onstant, the BetheSalpeter amplitude for +beomes T;Æ =  5+  5+Æ t(P ) ; (39)where t(P ) is a number depending only on the total momentum, given byt(P ) = G+G( i)Z d4k(2)4Tr 5 1=k  M5 1=P   =k  M  t(P ) : (40)In writing the polarization operator, a partiular hoie of momentum rout-ing has been made, but in a gauge invariant regularization suh as PV, onemay safely shift the integration variable by any amount of the external mo-mentum P . Eulidean O(4) ut-os do not preserve this property. Usingthe PV regulators one getst(p) 1 = G 1   8NI + 4Np2F  p2 ; (41)where I is dened by Eq. (29) and the one-loop funtion, F (p2), is given byF (p2) = ( i)Z d4k(2)4 1k2  M2 1(k   p)2  M2 : (42)Using the Feynman trik for the two propagators, this funtion an be rewrit-ten as F (p2) = 1Z0 dxF (p2; x) ; (43)
4454 E. Ruiz Arriolawhere F (p2; x) = ( i)Z d4k(2)4 1[k2  M2 + x(1  x)p2 + i"℄2=   1(4)2 Xi i log M2 + 2i   x(1  x)p2 : (44)In the hiral limit, m = 0, the gap equation (35) an be used, and therst terms in the r.h.s. anel, produing a massless quarkantiquark boundstate. However, for p2 > 4M2, the funtion F (p2), and hene the t-matrix,develops an imaginary part indiating a lak of onnement. Form2  4M2we get a deeply bound state, and thus hope onnement not to be essential.For M = 300MeV one has m2=(4M2)  0:06.For a nite quark mass we have a pole at p2 = m2,mGM = 4Nm2F  m2 : (45)The pion oupling of a omposite pion state to a quarkantiquark pair isgiven by the residue of the t-matrix at the pion pole (see Fig. 3)
Fig. 3. Pion pole ontribution to the BetheSalpeter quarkantiquark satter-ing amplitude. The small solid blob represents the BetheSalpeter pion quarkantiquark amplitude. Solid lines are onstituent quarks.
g 2qq = dt 1(p2)dp2 p2=m2 = 4Nd p2F (p2)dp2 p2=m2 : (46)So that the omposite anonially quantized pion propagator isD(p2) = t(p2)g2qq ! 1p2  m2 ; (p2 ! m2) : (47)















= Fig. 4. Pion (dashed line) weak deay into an axial urrent (wavy line). The solidblob represents the BetheSalpeter pion quarkantiquark amplitude. Solid linesare onstituent quarks.
4456 E. Ruiz Arriola3.7. Pion wave funtionIn priniple, the BetheSalpeter pionquarkantiquark wave funtion isgiven by (we take +)P (k) = i=P=2 + =k  M   gqq5+ i=P=2   =k  M (52)but PV regularization has to be understood beause, at least formally,fP = ( i)Z d4k(2)4TrP (k)+2 5 (53)and the integral is logarithmially divergent if Eq. (52) is taken literally.This problem is typial in hiral quark models and has been the ause ofmuh onfusion. Regularization is only easily applied at the level of losedquark lines2. We will see more of this later, but it has always been a weakpoint in quark-loop alulations. One obvious hoie to regularize open linesis to enfore onsisteny with the losed lines, although at rst sight thisproedure looks a bit arbitrary. Another possibility to open a regularizedquark line, but starting from a losed quark line, is to onsider a physialproess involving photons and pions in the high energy limit and extrat theleading power behavior. Prominent examples whih will be analyzed beloware deep inelasti sattering from whih the pion struture funtions an bededued in the Bjorken limit or the pion transition  ! 0-form fator inthe limit of high photon virtualities and xed photon asymetry from whihthe pion distribution amplitude may be derived.3.8. Pion eletromagneti form fatorThe pion eletromagneti form fator is probably the simplest ase whereone an illustrate some of the points we want to make. For a harged pion+ = u d the eletromagneti form fator is dened ash+(p0)jJem (0)j+(p)i = e  em (p0; p) = (p + p0)eF em (q2) (54)and an be omputed using Fig. 5. For on-shell pions and in the hiral limitthe result is rather simpleF em (q2) = 4NM2F (q2)f2 ; (55)2 This is atually a good reason to use bosonization shemes; there the onept of anopen quark line does not appear.
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Fig. 5. Eletromagneti pion form fator in the NJL model. The losed loops arePauliVillars regularized. Wavy lines are photons, solid lines are onstituent quarksand dashed lines omposite pions.where F (p2) is given by Eq. (42). The pion form fator is obviously properlynormalized, F em (0) = 1, as it should be due to the gauge invariane of thePauliVillars regularization. The mean-square pion radius readshr2iem =  6dF em (q2)dq2 q2=0 = N42f2 Xi i M2M2 + 2i ; (56)a result expliitly depending on the regularization. Numerially one hasa redution of about 25% for M = 300MeV due to the nite ut-o eet,(hr2iem )1=2 = (0:58 fm)  0:75 = 0:50 fm, to be ompared with the experi-mental number, 0:66 fm. Two points are worth stressing here. Firstly, it islear that the nite ut-o orretions go in the wrong diretion. On theother hand, one should not expet a perfet agreement with the experimen-tal number, sine one expets a sizeable ontribution from the pion loops(1=N orretions in the model), as suggested by ChPT [5℄. There is a wayone an get rid of the ut-o orretions; one an simply split the hargeontribution at q2 = 0, whih should be one, and ompute the diereneusing a unregularized quark loop. This is equivalent to write down a onesubtrated dispersion relation for F em (q2). For the unregularized quark looponly, one has the asymptoti behavior for q2 !  1F em (q2)  log q2M2  ; (57)without power orretions. For the PV regularized NJL model, at highEulidean momentum one has instead a ut-o independent relation, whihis a pure power orretion3,q2F em (q2)!  Mhqqi2f2  0:34GeV2 (58)for M = 300MeV and the PV method, Eq. (32). Up to the measured mo-mentum transfers,  2GeV2 < q2 <  6GeV2 this value is very similar tothe experimental average number 0:380:04 [31℄. However, it is in priniple3 For a Eulidean O(4) ut-o one gets a logarithmi behavior log(Q2=2)=Q2 [33℄.
4458 E. Ruiz Arriolanot lear whether this number should diretly be ompared to experiment,without taking into aount QCD radiative orretions. Another point ofview is to rejet the validity of the model to suh high energies, mathinginstead to the known QCD result at LO [32℄ (see also Ref. [4℄)q2F em (q2)! 16( q2)f2 ; (59)whih for q2 =  4GeV2 yields, 0:13, a too small value as ompared to theexperimental one4. We may identify both oeients at the model sale, 0,yielding the result (0)2 =  M0hqqi0642f4 : (61)In this relation we have stressed the fat that also the onstituent quarkmass is xed at the model sale, 0. Atually, we may use relations (61) and(15) to get M0 = 300 80MeV : (62)Although this value should be onsidered a rude estimate it provides a rea-sonable value for the onstituent quark mass at the model sale. Conversely,if we assume M = 300MeV then (0)=(2)  0:5 0:2, a ompatible valuewith the momentum fration estimate.4. Pion distribution funtions4.1. Deep inelasti satteringInlusive leptonhadron sattering is desribed in terms of the hadronitensor, W(p; q), and an be obtained from the imaginary part of the for-ward Compton amplitude for virtual photons as follows [11℄W(p; q) = 12 ImT(p; q) =W1(q2; p  q) g + qqq2 +W2(q2; p  q)m2 p   p  qq2 qp   p  qq2 q ; (63)4 Atually, this expression an be obtained from Q2F em ( Q2)! 16  Q2 f20 1Z0 dx '(x;Q)6x(1  x)1A2 (60)with '(x; ) the pion distribution amplitude at the sale , when the asymptotiwave funtion, '(x;1) = 6x(1  x) is substituted [4℄ (see also below).
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  Soft 
 Hard 
+   O ( 1/Q   )2Fig. 6. The Compton amplitude in the Bjorken limit and its relation with thequarktarget sattering in the parton model. The high and low energy ontribu-tions are also expliitly displayed.
4460 E. Ruiz ArriolaLogarithmi saling violations due to perturbative QCD radiative orre-tions [3℄, relate in a linear fashion the leading twist ontribution to struturefuntions at a given referene sale, 0, to the sale of interest, , (in DISone takes Q2 = 2) F1(x; ) = U(; 0)F1(x; 0) ; (70)where Eq. (4) is satised for the linear matrix integral operator U . Asymp-totially, QCD predits [3℄F2(x;Q2) = 2xF1(x;Q2)! Pi e2i1 + 2(N2   1)=NF Æ(x) : (71)Atually, the pion struture funtions annot be measured diretly sinethere are no pion targets. Instead, the parton struture of the pion hasbeen analyzed [13℄ and a simple parameterization at Q2 = 4GeV2 has beengiven. The valene quark distributions extrated in Ref. [13℄ from DrellYan experiments [34℄ seem well determined, whereas the gluon distributionas obtained from the analysis of prompt photon emission data [35℄ is lesswell determined. A reent analysis [36℄ of the ZEUS dijet data seems tofavor the gluon distributions of Ref. [13℄. This is why, in determining thelowenergy sale of our model, we use the valene momentum fration of47% found in Ref. [13℄ at 4GeV2 instead of 40% found in Ref. [52,53℄ usingsome additional assumptions [54℄.The results found long ago [37℄ and usually adopted in DIS alulations arethe so-alled ounting rules. They establish that there is a relation betweenthe asymptoti behavior of the eletromagneti pion form fator for largeEulidean momenta and the struture funtion behavior as x! 1, namelyF em (q2)  1=(q2)n ; F1(x)  (1  x)2n 1 : (72)In QCD F em (q2) has a logarithmi radiative orretion, Eq. (59) so we maytake n  1, whih implies F (x)  1 x. Although it is not lear at what sale the ounting rules are valid, reent investigations based on quarkhadronduality onrm the exponent n  1 for F (x) at   2GeV [38℄.4.2. Spetator model and quark loop alulationsThe spetator model is a very simple model where one an illustratethe soure of the problems in this kind of alulations and the relation ofgauge invariane and normalization. Atually, in the ase of the pion suha model orresponds to a unregularized NJL alulation. The spetatormodel onsists of replaing the full sum of intermediate states in the softpiee of the Compton amplitude by a spetator partile, whih for the pion
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  Spectator quark
Struck  quark 
Fig. 7. Spetator model. The sum over intermediate states in the soft hadroniontribution is replaed by a single quark state.
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+
+        Fig. 8. Gauge invariant Compton amplitude in the NJL model. The losed loopsare PauliVillars regularized. Wavy lines are photons, solid lines are onstituentquarks and dashed lines omposite pions.
Pion Struture at High and Low Energies in . . . 4463As we see the result is independent of the PV regulators and has proper sup-port, normalization and fullls the momentum sum rule. Moreover, Eq. (78)is onsistent with hiral symmetry, in the sense that it has been obtainedtaking expliitly into aount the boson Goldstone nature of the pion. Theresult has also been obtained within the NJL model imposing a transverseut-o [40℄ upon the quarktarget amplitude (75).Eq. (78) disagrees with other quark loop alulations. If Eq. (64) isused with a four-dimensional ut-o [41℄ or Eq. (68) is used with LepageBrodsky regularization [40℄ in the NJL model, dierent shapes for the quarkdistributions are obtained. The null-plane [42℄, NJL model [41℄, spetatormodel [39℄ and the reent quark loop [48℄ alulations also produe dierentresults. In all ases, the use of momentum dependent form fators or non-gauge invariant regularization make the onnetion between Eq. (64) andEq. (68) doubtful and, furthermore, spoil normalization. The results basedon a quark loop with momentum dependent quark masses [49, 50℄ seem toprodue a non-onstant distribution.4.4. PDF alulation in light one oordinatesPerhaps the simplest way to obtain PDF for the pion in the NJL modelis by using the pion BetheSalpeter propagator. The probability distribu-tion is dened through the pion expetation value of the number operatororresponding to a quark of a given speies. Taking into aount the propernormalization fators one gets at the pion pole the following expression forthe probability distribution of nding a valene quark with momentum fra-tion x and transverse momentum ~k?12V(x; k?) = Z dk D(p; k)k+=mx;p2=m ; (79)where the BetheSalpeter normalization in the PauliVillars regularizationsheme isD(p; k) = 4Nig2qq ddp2(p2Xi i 1k2 M2 2i+i" 1(k p)2 M2v  2i+i")p2=m2 : (80)Introduing light one variablesk+ = k0 + k3 ; k  = k0   k3 ; d4k = 12dk+dk d2k? : (81)Employing the denition (79) one nds
4464 E. Ruiz Arriola12V(x;~k?) =  2iNg2qqf Z dk+dk (2)4 1x(1  x) ddm2 8><>:Xj j Æ (k+   xp+)k   m   ~k2?+M2+2j+i0+m(1 x) 1k    ~k2?+M2+2j+i0+mx 9>=>; ;where the loation of poles in the k  variable has been expliitly displayed.For x > 1 or x < 0 both poles are above and below the real axis, respetively,and hene the integral vanishes in either ase. For 0 < x < 1 the integralyields12V(x; k?) = 4Ng2qq163 ddm2 (m2Xi i 1k2?+m2+2i m2x(1 x)) : (82)Notie that, due to the PauliVillars subtrations, we have the asymptotibehavior in the transverse momentum k?,12V(x; k?)  4Ng2qq163 Pi i4ik6? : (83)This guarantees the onvergene of the k? integral without introduing atransverse ut-o. Thus, the PauliVillars regulators automatially providea (gauge-invariant) form of a transverse ut-o. Integrating the transversemomentum we get the PDF12V(x) = Z d2k? 12V(x;~k?) (84)= 4Ng2qq ddm2 m2F (m2; x) ; (85)whih is the result found in Ref. [25℄ (see also Eq. (75) above). In thehiral limit, m = 0, one an use the GoldbergerTreiman relation for theonstituent quarks, gqqf = M . Then f2 = 4NM2F (0), whih gives thevery simple formulas12V(x;~k?) = 4NM2163f2 Xi i 1k2? + 2i +M2 ; (86)12V(x) = 1 : (87)
Pion Struture at High and Low Energies in . . . 4465In the hiral limit V(x;~k?) beomes trivially fatorizable, sine it is inde-pendent of x. A remarkable feature is that the last relation, Eq. (87), isindependent of the PV regulators.The light one interpretation has been pursued (see e.g. [42℄ and refer-enes therein) and more reently [40,67℄ within a LC quantization. In theseases transverse ut-o's were introdued, a posteriori. As we have shownabove this is not neessary in the PV regularization.4.5. QCD evolutionDue to radiative orretions, parton distribution funtions evolve loga-rithmially with sale through the DGLAP equations [3℄. Non-singlet (orvalene) distribution funtions are easily evolved in terms of their Mellinmoments. For + = u d one denesV (x) = u(x)  u(x) + d(x)  d(x) (88)and takes (we assume hiral limit for simpliity)512V(x; 0) = 1 : (89)At leading order, evolution readsVn()  1Z0 dxxnV (x; ) =  ()(0)NSn =20 1Z0 dxxnV (x; 0) ; (90)where the anomalous dimension isNSn =  2CF "3 + 2(n+ 1)(n+ 2)   4 n+1Xk=1 1k# ; (91)with CF = 4=3. Taking n as a omplex number, whih also requires ananalytial ontinuation of both Vn(0) and NSn , Eq. (90) an be invertedusing V (x; ) = +i1Z i1 dn2ix nVn() ; (92)5 For non experts it may sound unnatural to take the high energy, Q2 ! 1, limit ina model and use it as initial ondition for QCD evolution at a low sale 0. The pointis that if the quark model sales, the asymptoti behavior an be separated aordingto inreasing power orretions in 1=Q2 in a twist expansion. The anomalous dimen-sions relevant for QCD evolution of struture funtions are only known for the lowestorders of suh an expansion, but not for the full struture funtion. Using Eq. (89)as initial ondition automatially omplies with the asymptoti result of Eq. (71).

















Pion π+     x uval 
Q2 = 4 GeV2 
x uval (x) GRV-99
x uval (x) SMRS-92
x uval (x) LO 
x uval (x) NLO 
Fig. 9. Valene distributions in the pion at Q4 = 4GeV2 at LO [25℄ and NLO [28℄ompared with phenomenologial analysis for the pion SMRS92 [13℄, GRV99 [53℄.We take hxV i = 0:47 at Q2 = 4GeV2 [13℄.It is interesting to analyze these results in the light of the ounting rules,Eq. (72), of Ref. [37℄, as was already done in Ref. [55℄. Using the inverseMellin formula, Eq. (92), it an be shown that, if V (x; 0) ! C(1   x)Nthen V (x; )! C(1  x)N  4CF0 ln ()(0) x! 1 : (93)The value of the additional ontribution to the exponent is a weakly de-pending funtion for  > 1GeV. For the pion we nd, using Eq. (15),V (x; 2GeV)!2(1   x)1:10:1 x! 1 ; (94)whih is onsistent with the ounting rules and the phenomenologial anal-ysis [13℄, after evolution. A more detailed aount of the sea and gluondistribution funtions at LO and NLO and also for K and  mesons an befound in Ref. [28℄.
Pion Struture at High and Low Energies in . . . 44675. Pion distribution amplitude5.1. Pion transition form fatorThe matrix element for the  ! 0 transition form fator is dened  0;;(p; q1; q2) = " q1 q2F(p; q1; q2) ; (95)where F(p; q1; q2) is the 0 eletromagneti transition form fator [4℄.Two QCD results apply for this transition form fator. In the hiral limitand for on-shell pions, p2 = 0, and photons, q21 = q22 = 0, orresponding tothe 0 ! 2 deay one gets the normalization onditionF(0; 0; 0) = 142f ; (96)whih is the standard result expeted from the hiral anomaly. The denitionof the leading twist ontribution to the Pion Distribution Amplitude (PDA),'(x), from the transition form fator islimQ2!1Q2F(p; q1; q2)q21=  (1+!)2 Q2; q22=  (1 !)2 Q2= 4fN 1Z0 dx '(x)1  !(2x  1) ; (97)where !  (q21   q22)=(q21 + q22) is the photon asymmetry,  1 < ! < +1,whih is kept nite when taking the limit Q2 !1. It an be shown that inthe parton model the PDA an be omputed by'(x) = Z d2k?	(x; k?) ; (98)where the pion light-one wave funtion (pseudosalar omponent) is denedas the low-energy matrix element [4345℄	(x;~k?) =   ip24f Z d d2?ei(2x 1) p+ ?k?h+(p)ju( ; ?)+5d(0)j0i ; (99)where p = m and ~p? = ~0?. An important relation found in Ref. [4℄ readsf 1Z0 dx	(x; 0?) = F(0; 0; 0)N : (100)
4468 E. Ruiz ArriolaRadiative logarithmi orretions to the pion distribution amplitude an beeasily implemented through the QCD evolution equations [4℄, whih yieldfor Q2 !1 the asymptoti wave funtion of the form'(x;1) = 6x(1  x) : (101)Moreover, the pion transition form fator has been reently measured bythe CLEO ollaboration [56℄ and a theoretial analysis of PDA based onthese data and light-one sum rules has been undertaken [57℄, showing thatat Q = 2:4GeV PDA is neither asymptoti, nor possesses the strutureproposed in early works [58℄.The pion distribution amplitude has been evaluated with QCD sumrules [59℄, in standard [60℄ (only the seond -moment) and transverse lat-tie approahes [6163℄, and in hiral quark models [6472℄. In hiral quarkmodels the results are not always ompatible to eah other, and even theirinterpretation has not always been the same. While in some ases there areproblems with hiral symmetry and proper normalization [64,65,69℄, in otherases [6672℄ it is not lear how to assoiate the sale at whih the model isdened, neessary to dene the starting point for the QCD evolution. Thefat that several alulations [64, 65, 6771℄ produe a PDA strongly resem-bling the asymptoti form suggests that their working sale is already large,and the subsequent QCD evolution beomes unneessary, or numerially in-signiant. This also taitly assumes that these models already inorporatethe QCD radiative orretions.5.2. PDA alulation for the unregularized quark loopSine  ! 0 is an abnormal parity proess, the standard proedure inthe NJL model is not to regularize it beause this is the only way to preservethe anomaly (see also Ref. [33, 73℄)). Straightforward alulation yields theresultF(p; q1; q2) = 8gqqM 1i Z d4k(2)4 1k2 M2 1(k q1)2 M2 1(k q2)2  M2 :(102)In the hiral limit gqqf !M and for on-shell pions, p2 = 0, and photons,q21 = q22 = 0, orresponding to the 0 ! 2 deay one getsF(0; 0; 0) = 8M2f 1i Z d4k(2)4 1(k2  M2)3 = 142f ; (103)whih agrees with the hiral anomaly expetations, Eq. (96). This result isthe main motivation for not introduing an expliit ut-o in the abnormal





















=Fig. 10. Transition form fator in the NJL model. The losed loop is PauliVillarsregularized. Wavy lines are photons, solid lines are onstituent quarks and dashedlines omposite pions.5.3. PDA alulation from the transition form fatorTo ahieve fatorization, it is neessary to eetively ut-o the trans-verse momentum, i.e., we have to be able to make Q2 larger than any salein the loop. This is not onsistent with integrating in k up to innity6.6 If we formally take the limit we get an expression looking like Eq. (97) with, '(x) = 1but with the unregularized form of f2 (see Eq. (49). To ahieve Eq. (97) with theregularized denition of f2 some regularization must be introdued.
4470 E. Ruiz ArriolaIf we introdue PV regulators7, we getQ2F(p; q1; q2)jreg: ! 16M2f Xi i 1i Z d4k(2)4 1(k2 M2 2i )2 1Z0 dx 11 !(2x 1) ; (106)whih, using Eq. (49) and (97) orresponds to (after inlusion of a nite m)'(x) = 4NM gqqf F (m2; x) ; (107)where F (p2; x) is given in Eq. (44). '(x) depends only on x and is properlynormalized (see Eq. (49)). In the hiral limit one gets'(x) = 1 0 < x < 1 ; (108)independently of the regulators. However, if we PV regularize the vertexthere is a violation of the anomaly, sineF(0; 0; 0)jreg = 142f Xi i M2M2 + i : (109)For typial values of the parameters one nds a 25% redution in the am-plitude whih means a 40% redution in the width for 0 ! . Suha result was also found in Ref. [33℄ using a Eulidean O(4) ut-o. Thus, inthe present framework we have to hoose between preserving the anomalyand not obtaining fatorization or vie versa, i.e. violating the anomaly andreproduing fatorization.There is a subtlety in the previous reasoning, beause the presription ofnot regularizing the abnormal parity ontribution to the ation really meansthat the result is onditionally onvergent and an be given unambiguouslyif one insists on maintaining vetor gauge invariane [73℄. A pratial way toimplement this fat is to introdue a gauge invariant regulator and removeit at the end of the alulation. The triangle graph is linearly divergent,and thus a regularization must be introdued. If one insists on preservingvetor gauge invariane the regulator must preserve that symmetry, but thenthe axial urrent is not onserved generating the standard hiral anomaly.7 This regularization guarantees that the momentum routing is irrelevant. The Eu-lidean O(4) ut-o of Ref. [66, 71℄ requires a very speial momentum routing afterregularization; a dierent momentum routing with the same ut-o would produenite ut-o ontributions to their results.
Pion Struture at High and Low Energies in . . . 4471The obvious question arises whether the limit Q2 !1 must be taken beforeor after removing the ut-o by sending it to innity. If one takes thesequene Q2 > 2 ! 1, the results of Ref. [71℄ produe a onstant PDA,in agreement with our low energy alulation.5.4. PDA alulation in light-one oordinatesThe pion distribution amplitude is dened throughfp'(x) = Z dk+dk d2k?2(2)4 Æ  k+   xp+TrhP (k)5i ; (110)where the PV regularized form the pion BS wave funtion, Eq. (52), is under-stood. Formally, in momentum spae, Eq. (99) orresponds to integrationover the quark momenta in the loop integral used in the evaluation of fEq. (49), but with k+ = p+x = mx and k? xed. Thus, with the PVmethod and after working out the Dira traes, we have to ompute	(x;~k?) =  2iNMgqqf Z dk+dk (2)4 Æ (k+   xp+)m2x(1  x)Xj j 1k  m ~k2?+M2+2j+i0+m(1 x) 1k    ~k2?+M2+2j+i0+mx ; (111)where, again, the loation of poles in the k  variable has been expliitlydisplayed. This integral oinides with that found when omputing the PDF(see Eq. (82)). Evaluating the k  integral gives the pion LC wave funtionin the NJL model with the PV regularization:	(x; k?) = 4NMgqq163f Xj j 1k2? + 2j +M2   x(1  x)m2 : (112)Form 6= 0 it is non-fatorizable in the k? and x variables. As a onsequeneof the PV ondition with two subtrations one has, for large k?	(x; k?) ! 4NMgqq163f Pi i4ik6? ; (113)whih gives a nite normalization and a nite seond transverse momenthk2?i = Z d2k? 1Z0 dx	(x; k?)k2? : (114)
4472 E. Ruiz ArriolaIntegrating with respet to k? reprodues the pion distribution amplitude ofEq. (107). In the hiral limit, m = 0, one an use the GoldbergerTreimanrelation for the onstituent quarks, gqqf = M , yielding in addition toEq. (108) the very simple formulas	(x; k?) = 12V(x;~k?) ; (115)h~k2?i =  Mhqqi2f2 : (116)where V(x;~k?) is given by Eq. (86). Note that these relations are indepen-dent of the PV regulators.One aspet of regularization should be analyzed here. Aording to pre-vious studies [4℄, the value of the LC wave funtion in the hiral limit isxed at ~k? = 0? by the hiral anomaly, Eq. (100). In the PV regularizedNJL model this is not the ase, sinef 1Z0 dx	(x; 0?) = F (0; 0; 0)N = 4NM2163f Xi i 12i +M2 : (117)The rst two terms in this equation indiate the onsisteny of our alula-tions between the transition form fator and the low energy matrix element,but onrms the anomaly violation we have referred to above.This is a lear deieny of the NJL model and its regularization pro-edure, and we do not know of any onvining way of avoiding this prob-lem in this model8. Nevertheless, it an be shown that it is possible towrite down a hiral quark model based on the onept of spetral reg-ularization [51℄ where the proper anomaly is reprodued and the results'(x; 0) = V(x; 0)=2 = 1 still hold [46℄.5.5. QCD evolutionThe leading-twist PDA requires the inlusion of radiative logarithmiorretions through the QCD evolution [4℄. For the pion distribution ampli-tude this is done in terms of the Gegenbauer polynomials, by interpretingour low-energy model result as the initial ondition. In the hiral limit'(x; 0) = 1 : (118)8 In the Eulidean version of the model the aepted regularization presription is toregularize the real part of the ation (normal parity proesses) and not to regularizethe imaginary part of the ation (abnormal parity proesses) [73℄. Suh a presriptionagrees with the anomaly but does not agree with fatorization and produes insteadEq. (105).
Pion Struture at High and Low Energies in . . . 4473Then, the LO-evolved distribution amplitude reads [4℄'(x; ) = 6x(1  x) 1Xn=00C3=2n (2x  1)an() ; (119)where the prime indiates summation over even values of n only. The matrixelements, an(), are the Gegenbauer moments given byan() = 23 2n+ 3(n+ 1)(n+ 2)  ()(0)NSn =(20) 1Z0 dxC3=2n (2x  1)'(x; 0) ; (120)with C3=2n denoting the Gegenbauer polynomials, and NSn > 0 is given byEq. (91). From Eq. (118) one gets immediately1Z0 dxC3=2n (2x  1)'(x;Q0) = 1 : (121)Thus, for a given value of  we may predit PDA. To determine the initialsale 0, or, equivalently, the evolution ratio r = (Q)=(Q0) Ref. [29℄ usesthe result of Ref. [57℄, where it is found a2(2:4GeV) = 0:12  0:03. Usingthis input, one gets 0 = 313+60 30MeV : (122)Within unertainties, this result is ompatible with the values obtained fromthe momentum fration analysis, Eq. (15) and the pion eletromagneti formfator, Eq. (61). The result for the pion distribution amplitude obtained inRef. [29℄ is shown in Fig. 11 for Q = 2:4GeV and reeting the unertaintiesfrom Ref. [57℄. After evolution the results losely resemble those found inthe transverse lattie [6163℄. The analysis of the end point behavior yields,after evolution, the estimate'(x; )! 8x 4CF0 ln ()(0) + 1  12:5x ; (123)for x ! 0. Here (s) = P1n=1 n s is the Riemann zeta funtion and thenumerial value orresponds to take  = 2:4GeV. The value obtained inRef. [29℄ for the seond -moment ( = 2x  1) is:















Q2 = 5.8 GeV2 
r=0.09
r=0.21
 6x(1-x) (Asymptotic Result)
ϕπ (x, Q0 ) = 1 (Initial condition)
Fig. 11. The pion distribution amplitude in the hiral limit evolved to the saleQ2 = (2:4GeV)2. The two values for the evolution ratio r = (Q)=(Q0) reetthe unertainties in the values of Ref. [57℄ based on an analysis of the CLEOdata. We also show the unevolved PDA, '(x;Q0) = 1, and the asymptoti PDA,'(x;1)=6x(1 x). We use, as suggested by the analysis of the DIS, (Q0)=2:14of Ref. [25℄, whih orresponds to Q0 = 313MeV.Based on the identities '(x; 0) = V(x; 0)=2 = 1 between the PDFand the PDA in the hiral limit at the quark model sale a remarkableintegral relation between '(x; ) and V(x; )=2 has reently been derivedusing LO evolution equations [29℄,'(x; )6x(1   x)   1 = 1Z0 dyK(x; y)V(y; ) ; (125)where the expliit expression for the sale independent kernel, K(x; y) isgiven in Ref. [29℄. Using this equation one an regard Fig. 11 as a predi-
Pion Struture at High and Low Energies in . . . 4475tion of the PDA in terms of the PDF parameterizations of Ref. [13℄ (seeFig. 9). Using Eq. (125) one gets the following estimate for the leading twistontribution to the pion form fator at LOQ2F;(Q)2f Twist 2 = 1Z0 dx '(x;Q)6x(1  x) = 1:25  0:10 : (126)The experimental value obtained in CLEO [56℄ for the full form fator isQ2F;(Q)=2f = 0:83 0:12 at Q2 = 5:8GeV2. Taking into aount thatwe have not inluded neither NLO eets nor an estimate of higher twistontributions, the result is rather enouraging. Finally, using this estimatefor '(x;Q) in the eletromagneti form fator, Eq. (60), one dedues anenhaement Q2F em ( Q2)Twist 2 = 0:20 0:03 ; Q2 = 5:8GeV2 ; (127)whih also brings the number loser to experimental number [31℄, althoughit only aounts for half of its value  0:38  0:04GeV2, perhaps due tothe lak of NLO or higher twists. At present this point seems not to beunderstood and deserves further investigation.6. ConlusionsChiral quark models inorporate two essential features of QCD at lowenergies: spontaneous hiral symmetry breaking and quark degrees of free-dom. In addition, it an be made ompatible with large N ounting rules,and alulations in the leading order approximation have been undertakenin the past. In these letures we have foused and reviewed partiular appli-ations in a prototype hiral quark model, the NambuJona-Lasinio model,but many results extend trivially to other models. We have also restritedto the pion beause we do not expet a better theoretial understandingof a hadron, inluding the fat that onnement is hoped not to play anessential role.A very important issue onerning the treatment of low energy modelsis the existene of a high momentum suppression in the interation. In theNJL model this is done via a regularization method, whih has to omplywith several properties, like gauge invariane and saling in the high energylimit, i.e. the absene of spurious logarithmi orretions. This allows tolearly identify power orretions of pion observables.These models make sense at a given low renormalization sale 0. Anyresult for a given observable may be used to ompute that observable ata higher sale  through QCD evolution. In this way the orret behavior for
4476 E. Ruiz ArriolaQCD radiative orretions may be inorporated using the hiral quark modelas an initial ondition for the evolution. Although radiative orretions areonly known perturbatively, there is a hane that the mathing sale, 0,makes perturbation theory meaningful. This is a weak point whih an onlybe addressed by omputing higher order orretions to the model and higherorder orretions to the QCD evolution. Nevertheless, it is enouragingthat three dierent determinations of the sale based on mathing to LOperturbative QCD evolution and available experimental data yield withinunertainties the sale 0 = 320MeV for QCD = 225MeV. Atually, usingthis low sale the desription of the distribution funtions and distributionamplitudes agrees remarkably well with phenomenologial analysis.Mu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